Custom Order Kayak Paddles
by Winnebago Paddles
Standard Package ($325):
Our standard custom order package encompasses the majority paddle designs throughout our website. If you like
the wood coloration of one paddle, but the design of another, we can easily swap and make something that best
suits your needs. Here are just a few samples that would be included in this package:

Premium Package ($350+):
Design styles involving added complexity or expensive wood species are included within our premium custom
order package (some restrictions may apply). Some examples are:

Don’t let these designs limit you! Check out our GALLERY and ARCHIVES for other ideas!

Size information:

Kayak paddle size depends on a few variables, like the
size of the kayak and the type of paddling you're doing. Our paddles are most
commonly used for touring or recreational use. To that end, 230cm is the most
common length for the average paddler with a normal or low angle of paddle
stroke. These sizes are recommendations, which can vary based on the width of
your kayak:

Size Recommendations
5’ or shorter 210cm
5’ – 5’6”
220cm
5’6” – 6’2”
230cm
6’3” or taller 240cm

Feathering: This refers to the positioning of paddle blades at opposite angles to one another to reduce wind
resistance while kayaking. We achieve this with the use of a carbon fiber ferrule, which is the mechanism where
the two halves of the paddle attach. Our kayak paddles offer three different positions with a push button that can
be set at -60°, 0°, and +60°. We feel this versatility allows paddlers to choose their preference of straight/nonfeathered paddles and angled/feathered paddles.

Finishing:

We use a natural finish consisting of tung oil and citrus solvent to penetrate the wood and highlight
its raw beauty. While this finish lacks the shine of some gloss-finished paddles, you’ll appreciate the natural
softness in the wood while out on the water. For best results, be sure to reapply an oil finish (tung, hemp, boiled
linseed, teak, etc.) once per year to maintain the matte finish. Even though these oils offer UV resistance to
surfaces, it still makes sense to put your canoe paddle away in a darker space when not in use and store it in a
well-maintained space free of moisture, mold, and mildew. Also, make sure to wipe it down after each use to
remove excess water to help extend the lifespan of your canoe paddle.

Add-on Features:
Laser Engraving ($50+/paddle): Initials, names, and images can be burned right on to your paddle with
our laser engraver. Prices vary depending on complexity.
Rush Delivery ($100/paddle): Our normal turnaround time on paddles is 6+ weeks. Need your paddle(s)
quick? Move to the front of our queue and get your paddles in about 3-4 weeks.

*Note: We have offered many other features and options in the past, but we are trying to simplify things moving
forward so we can keep up with satisfying as many paddlers as possible!

Custom Order Services Order Form:
us directly at sales@winnebagopaddles.com
Number of Paddles
Paddle Length
Add-ons (laser engraving, rush
delivery)
Design Details
Other

You can copy this information to our contact us page or email

